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US Futures-World Markets: U.S. equity futures may never downtick again as we hit new all-time highs. This
is a slight exaggeration, but S&P futures trade higher after last week’s monster rally. Fiscal stimulus is on the
front-burner as Democrats try to use reconciliation to jam their $1.9 trillion package through Congress. So
much for all that talk about unity. Free government money and strong corporate earnings have investors
merrily buying stocks. Tesla changed their investment policy and announced it will invest corporate cash in
Bitcoin. Elon Musk is completely fcking with everyone at this point. Bitcoin is +5% on the news. I can’t argue
with the move if you look at MSTR’s stock price. Oil continues its grind higher. Dr. Scott Gottleib said we
should have 250 million vaccine doses available by the end of March. He thinks we’ll run out of demand by
April. Rationing makes zero sense, but I guess Gov. Cuomo is smarter than I am. S&P Futures vs. Fair
Value: +12.10, 10-Yr Yield: 1.18%.
CORE Headlines:
 SoftBank Group Chief Executive Masayoshi Son boasted of delivering "golden eggs" after his
company's Vision Fund unit rebounded from a loss to record an 844 billion yen Q3 profit.-Reuters
 Hyundai Motor said it is not now in talks with Apple on autonomous electric cars, just a month after it
confirmed early-stage talks with the tech giant, sending the automaker's shares skidding.-Reuters
 A booming rally in oil markets has pushed crude prices to their highest levels since near the start of
the pandemic, powered by production curbs and recovering demand,” injecting new momentum into a
price rally.-WSJ
 The number of unaccompanied immigrant minors arriving at the US border with Mexico is rapidly
increasing, posing an early challenge to ambitious plans by President Biden to loosen immigration
rules.-USA
 A divided Supreme Court blocked enforcement of California's prohibition on indoor church services
during the coronavirus pandemic, the latest case in which the justices have been asked to balance
slowing the pandemic and religious freedom.-USA (Newsome is a piece of work.)
 U.S. insurers are stepping up sales of annuities and other capital-intensive assets amid a surge in
interest from new and established private equity buyers hungry to boost the amount of money they
manage, according to industry sources and public data.-Reuters (The world is awash in $$$.)
 China weathered the economic fallout from Covid-19 better than any other major country, and
economists are predicting a bigger snapback this year, though analysts say Beijing faces a wide range
of challenges to forge a sustainable growth trajectory.-WSJ
 Top House Democrats are set to unveil legislation that would send up to $3,600 per child to millions
of Americans, a bid to change the tax code to target child poverty rates as part of President Biden’s
$1.9T stimulus package.-NYT
 President Biden said the US would lift sanctions on Iran only if it halts uranium enrichment efforts and
not as a way to bring Tehran to the negotiating table, but Iran said it won’t comply with the 2015
nuclear accord unless sanctions are halted.-FT
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Democrats criticized Larry Summer, former Obama administration economic advisor, after he said
Biden’s stimulus plan was excessive, and could trigger major inflationary pressure with long-term
consequences for the dollar and financial stability.-FT
Treasury secretary Janet Yellen said the US could reach full employment next year if Congress passes
President Biden’s $1.9T stimulus package, citing a Congressional Budget Office report, which
predicted that without stimulus, unemployment would remain high.-FT
Chinese Internet users are offering hefty sums of cash to gain access to Clubhouse, the invitationonly audio chat app, where they can speak openly about sensitive topics free from government
censorship.-FT
DKNG, MGM: From the explosion of online sports wagering and interactive gaming to virtual reality,
the gambling landscape is undergoing seismic shifts that will reshuffle where tens of billions of
dollars a year flow, with even legacy casinos getting into the action.-IBD

Interesting Reads/Charts:
 Wealth Mgmt.: Main St vs Wall St misses the point http://bit.ly/3ryONaM
 Ladders: 9 ways to network http://bit.ly/2Z2l0uN
 AEI Op-Ed: Compromise in Congress on stimulus? We can dream, right? https://bit.ly/3ty4kcZ
Charts from The Daily Shot:
The January payrolls report was disappointing. The number of jobs created was less than half the
consensus, and there was a 159k downward revision to previous figures.
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• The labor market recovery has stalled.

Source: Mizuho Securities USA
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On a positive note, the headline unemployment rate declined.

However, so did the labor force participation.
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• Long-term unemployment (as a percentage of total unemployment) continues to climb.

Source: Emma Riggs, Robins School of Business, University of Richmond
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US credit card balances are now almost 11% below pre-COVID levels.

Growth in student debt continues to slow.
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The percentage of student loan borrowers with missed payments keeps rising.

Source: Mortgage Bankers Association

US bankruptcy filings are at multi-year lows.

Source: @axios Read full article
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We continue to see signs of extreme enthusiasm for stocks from retail investors.

• Search activity for “penny stocks”:

Source: Google Trends

• Search activity for “invest in stocks”:

Source: Google Trends

• Robinhood equities and options trading volume:

Source: Robinhood, @jessefelder, @SarahPonczek Read full article
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January was a good month for follow-on equity offerings.

Source: @WSJ Read full article
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US lumber futures are moving higher.

New York frozen concentrated orange juice futures are at short-term support. (Obligatory Trading
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Places clip https://bit.ly/3iaSS08 )

Source: Dantes Outlook

Brent futures are testing $60/bbl.

Source: @TheTerminal, Bloomberg Finance L.P.
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Time it took to reach 50 million users:

Source: Jack Ablin, Cresset Wealth Advisors
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